This rather suggestive and altogether speculative essay began as an attempt on our part to use a model of bio-chemical signal-transduction (Howard Rasmussen's schema for 'synarchic regulation') to explain, beyond the boundaries of cell-transduction in molecular chemistry, transduction in cell-phone applications: the 'synarchic regulation' -and rather remarkable reticulation -of 'cellular transmission' in the techno-communicational rather than bio-chemical field. It was to be a complement and/or an alternate perspective to our conference-paper and subsequent book-chapter on the 'app-alliance' both of which had been written in and for the event of the Apps and Affect conference in October 2013. It became something slightly different, unmoored from mere cellular transmission as such and suggestive of a much more general and more comprehensive techno-scientific, marketeconomic and politico-military -or 'synarchic' -network, operating as the regulative engine for an emerging and overarching planetary system of algorithmic governance. In what follows, we offer an 'app'lication of the principles of 'synarchic regulation' to the field of 'algorithmic governance'.
The recent controversies surrounding Facebook's 'Emotional Contagion' study, [1] TrapWire's and Stratfor's (Strategic Forecasting Incorporated's) ongoing CCTV-monitoring equivalent to Philip K. Dick's previous science-fictional 'Pre-crime Unit', [2] Edward Snowden's revelations concerning the extent of the global surveillance security state (and his most recent NBC interview) [3] , the July 2014 rush to pass the Data Retention and Investigatory Powers -DRIP -bill without debate in the United Kingdom [4] , et cetera, demonstrate with unnerving clarity the convergence of at least three distinct but interrelated forces of info [5] -governance: politico-military (involving regulatory pathways and mechanisms of government and national/state security), market-economic (involving pathways and mechanisms of market investment and exchange), and techno-scientific appropriations and applications of information (involving pathways and mechanisms for intellectual research and development). What we see is that the political governance and regulation of information (q.v.) is always at the same time intricately implicated with economic and scientific forces; political control, in other words, always overlaps with commercial transactions and scientific investigations. Our central contention in this essay is that information -its very definition [s] and its variable distribution[s] -tends to be fibreculturejournal.org FCJ-185 An Algorithmic Agartha: Post-App Approaches to Synarchic Regulation regulated synarchically: that is to say, the circulation of information today is appropriated and applied (captured, categorised and conveyed), not to mention produced and propagated, in at least three distinct but interrelated ways, which for present purposes are here outlined in terms of politico-military, market-economic and techno-scientific mechanisms of info-regulation (which implicate and include 'interests', 'agencies', and 'organisations'/'institutions'/'assemblages' of varying sorts). Therefore, governance is never merely or even principally just a political concern that falls exclusively within the purview of political interests and institutions; rather, in the schema we would like to present, governance is always synarchically regulated. Governance in the 'information era' -which is the governance of information: its definition and distributions -should always be conceptualised as simultaneously 'political', 'economic' and 'scientific' (albeit always in differing degrees and in varying concentrations, as will be made clear in what follows).
These 'political', 'economic' and 'scientific' regulators function in many respects like the 'archons' -Greek ρχοντες: 'rulers', 'regulators' or 'governors' -to whom the late Howard Rasmussen (founding director of the Institute of Molecular Medicine & Genetics at the Medical College of Georgia, former chief of Endocrinology & Metabolism at the School of Medicine at Yale University, and erstwhile Chair of the Biochemistry at the University of Pennsylvania) refers in his study of Calcium and cyclic Adenosine Mono-Phosphate -cAMP -as synarchic messengers: 'The term synarchy', Rasmussen explains, 'is based upon the Greek term archon' (ἄρχων: 'ruler', 'regulator' or 'governor'). 'Because of the importance of their role in disseminating information' -οικονομική, πολιτική και πνευματική-ιδεολογικό: economic, political and ideologico-intellectual -archons 'were often employed in pairs to carry the same message or, under other circumstances, only part of the total message' (Rasmussen 1981: 2) . In other words, an archon tended to work in conjunction and collusion with other archons (archontes): i.e.in a syn-arch[on]ic manner. 'Because [of this] analogy' -for which 'I am indebted to Victor Bers of the Classics Department at Yale', he admits -'the term synarchic regulation (syn meaning 'together') is proposed to categorize this system ' (1981: 2) In the present paper we want to suggest that not only is the question of governance entirely a question of information (q.v.), but also that in the new world order, whenever and wherever signals which enter into a given communicational environment stimulate noticeable friction ('and thus facts take place upon which it is impossible to calculate', as Clausewitz -describing such 'friction', 'fog', or operational obscurity -explained in his treatise On War, 1943: 53-4) at odds with either the political, economic or scientific orders, these become subject to simultaneous ordering and organisation by all three control systems, synarchically. Although Rasmussen applies his model of synarchic regulation to a set of sub-cellular processes -namely the complex bio-chemical 'stimulus-response' chains initiated by a cell-system's encounter with specific external signals -he claims fibreculturejournal.org
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Dan Mellamphy and Nandita Biswas Mellamphy in his study that synarchy can, to a certain extent, be considered a 'generic' mechanism or 'universal' schema of information-transfer (1981: 130) . Here we would like to take up the Rasmussenian schema as a way of thinking about what happens when externalities -specifically ones that cause a high degree of friction or calculative obfuscation for regulatory institutions and institutional algorithms, i.e. signals which appear to display cascading contingencies -disrupt the otherwise relatively stable (at times and in certain places what would seem to be seamless) self-organisation, self-sustaining, or 'maintenance' of political, economic and scientific regimes/regulations of information (info-reticulation). In any given environment where friction or uncertainty is perceived as a possible threat or disruption with respect to the coordinated flow of political, economic and scientific control, the simultaneous (synarchic) activation of political, economic and scientific information-governance is initiated as and for the sake of the normal (normative) metabolic processes of their respective and joint information system [s] . We use the term 'synarchic regulation' (taken from Rasmussen) in this case to refer to that particular triad of control-mechanisms which work together to informatically manage and govern friction [s] within a given information-environment.
So, how is information synarchically regulated? According to Rasmussen, through a kind of saptapadian, or sevenfold/sevenstep semiconduction: that is, 1. by signal recognition and reception, 2. transduction or translation of the latter, 3. incorporation and material conveyance of this transduction/translation, 4. reticulation and reticulated reception (or if you like, 'digestion') of the received and incorporated material, 5. transformation or modulation of behaviour based on this reticulation, 6. consequent response -actual and/ or virtual, but in any case modified -based on this transformation, and 7. the application of a term -a terminological marker-closing and disclosing this loop qua circuit.
[6] These seven particular protocols are the mechanisms of info-metabolism by which externalities perceived as 'anarchic' (i.e. beyond the bounds of archons, regulators) are 'metabolised' as meaningful, manageable messages that can be transduced, transmitted and interchanged between political, economic and scientific domains. Borrowing again from Rasmussen, these protocols are piloted -directed, driven -by one of five functional frameworks qua piloting permutations (that is, they are handled by one of only a handful of handling procedures): depending on the nature of the 'abnormal'/'atypical'/'anarchic' activity, the protocols can be either sequentially steered, hierarchically handled, controlled via coordination, regulated through redundancy, or arranged and articulated altogether antagonistically (1981 (Stiegler 2011: 21) , was indeed, beyond the bounds of an economic strategy (and, being global, a political one), also 'missionary' in the spiritual sense of the word, and in the spiritual sense of a world-encompassing war as well. 'It is very much a matter of missions', explains Stiegler, … that is, of spiritual war. Even if this crusade has, since the … election of George W. Bush, been transformed into a [quote-unquote] conventional war, … the genuine issue for industrial democracies … is still to construct their own politics and economy of spirit … in accordance with digital technologies and the new industries they make possible, as well as in accordance with unprecedented practices … which must not be confused with anything that marketing or industrial design refers to in terms of uses. (Stiegler 2011: 21) The correlation of political, economic and spiritual agendas/affairs/activities ('actions'), operating independently but inter-reticulatedly, and the hypothesis (via Stiegler) not only of their crossing or converging -their net or network -but of their likeness to a modern-day 'crusade' (harkening back to the 'spiritual war' of the Medieval Templars, which was at once spiritual, political and formidably fiscal) calls to mind -as we mentioned above -the works of Saint-Yves d'Alveydre, whose vision of 'synarchy' had the very same structure, inclusive of networked 'missions'. Alexandre Saint-Yves, a contemporary of Friedrich Nietzsche, started his career as a naval physician in northwestern France around 1860, fought in the Franco-Prussian War in 1870, worked as a civil servant and independent scholar in years following that, and began publishing his theory of synarchic missions in the early 1880s. Reviving in many respects the syncretic theory of Antoine Fabre-d'Olivet outlined in the generation that immediately preceded him (Fabre-d'Olivet being perhaps best-known through the writings of the later Édouard Schuré, whose 1889 treatise on The Great Initiates: A Study of the Secret History of Religions disseminated the crux of the Fabrean worldview to a wide readership), Saint-Yves examined throughout his life the mytho-historical missions of the great governors and governance-networks from mythic antiquity to his historical time-period, [11] including for instance the mission of Manu in La mission de l'Inde, the mission of Moses in La mission des juifs, that of Charlemagne in La mission des souverains, as well as the ongoing medieval 'allegorithm[ission]', so-to-speak -to steal a word from Wark (2007: 30-50 ) and Galloway (2006: 91) -of the Medieval guilds and old Templar networks that, according to him, form the matrix that undergirds (or rather, should undergird) the activity of industrial workers (and the 'integral interrelation' of industrial workers with industrialised -or if you prefer, post-industrial -governance, the latter in the brief/62-page Mission des ouvriers and extensive/542-page Mission des Français). These five treatises form the manuscript -speaking of Manu (manu here in the Latin rather than Sanskrit sense: that is, as the handy manus) -by which and with which Saint-Yves's vision of 'synarchic governance' can be grasped. The missions are, like the five Rasmussenian controls, model-modes for the saptapadian semiconduction of globe-girdling synarchic system: a global governance-system at the heart of which lies a conjunction and collusion of archons (archontes), 'regulators'.
[12] In a manner not entirely unlike that of Rasmussen [13] -but macro-rather than micro-scopic, anthropological rather than biochemical -Saint-Yves envisioned these archons as a set of distinct yet inter-communicating systems which he saw as financial- ) archon-administrations, each possessing its own governor-administrators whose power is invested in regulating messages that come in -or are intercepted-from other spheres of influence. But unlike Rasmussen's five-pronged model of synarchic regulation, the archons of Saint-Yves's synarchy are ordered in straightforwardly hierarchical fashion (i.e. according to the Rasmussenian schema above, they are exclusively characterised by 'hierarchical control'), privileging the spiritual-pedagogical archon over and above the political and the economic.
Today one would have to admit that synarchic regulation extends far beyond the straightforwardly hierarchical version and vision outlined in the work of Saint-Yves, and -following the more contemporary Rasmussenian model -that it would have at least a handful (at least a five-fingered digital deck) of piloting permutations for the political, economic and scientific regulation of information. In our algorithmically-driven information era, which appears as an algorithmic 'Agartha' (the name of St. Yves's synarchic utopia which was hidden under the earth [14] ), political, economic and scientific 'control becomes a matter not just of the management of bodies and their wants' 'but a more subtle business of extracting' and directing informational entanglements within any environment. [15] Synarchically regulated society, driven by digital techno-mediation and the rising demand for developing and monetising interactive virtual realities, opens whole new vistas for the kinds of power that can co-opt and commercialise not only a human's bodily labourpower through the (inter)disciplinary control of its work, but also control -again recalling Rasmussen's synarchic schema -the neuro-chemical and neuro-architectonic levels of information-transmission that Lazzarato (2006: 171-91) and Stiegler (2011b: 52-61) and Scott Bakker in his novel Neuropath and his Three Pound Brain blog [16] would call a neuro-'nöopolitics'. The synarchic steersmen and 'elites' envisioned in Saint-Yves's synarchic model of Agartha [17] (the subject of much controversy amongst his most critical readers and fuel or fodder for a host of para-academic conspiratists) in this [more current] case are entirely electronic -the electronic elite being one of the signs of an already-arrived post-humanism in which 'human being' itself becomes syn-tactically and syn-technically constituted by synarchically-regulated missions, emissions, transmissions, transductions. As Alexander Galloway and Eugene Thacker have reminded us, today's exploitation occurs 'informatically as well as corporally… The biomass, not social relations, is today's site of exploitation ' (2007: 135) . Thus, as Stiegler himself warns (2011 Stiegler himself warns ( , 2012 Stiegler himself warns ( , 2014 , 'individuation' along with the possibility of the 'privacy' and 'free time' (otium) essential for such individuation, is and are rapidly becoming extinct, having become 'short-circuited' and rerouted (i.e., captured, categorised and conveyed) by the 'programming industries' of current hyper-industrial capitalism in and through real-time [hyper]synchronisation, as well as the synched mass-production qua mass-management of human behaviour (Stiegler 2011: 23) .
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No one domain, one institution, or one set of elites are holding the reins over the regulation of information -its technical designs and technological applications (this latter being the current and currency that animates the inter-communicational controlmechanisms of governance in the 21st century) . Within the context and current logic of 'open data', 'regulation' is not to be considered rigid and deterministic but instead something flexible and open to variation. Rather than being rule-focused, today's regulatory processes are said to be outcomes-based: 'Regulations, which specify how to execute those laws in much more detail, should be regarded in much the same way that programmers regard their code and algorithms -that is, as a constantly updated toolset to achieve the outcomes specified in the laws ' (O'Reilly 2013) . This kind of algorithmic regulation is more than merely a metaphor; it is the mutable operational logic of a synarchically-regulated planet-wide informational governance-system. And while individuals, elites, interest-groups and governmental-organs -all the normal and normative 'agents' or 'actors' commonly considered by political and social scientists -are still conduits for synarchic regulation, the so-called 'transformative potential' of today's informational paradigms lies almost exclusively within the processing power of algorithmic (and not necessarily human) intelligence:
No human being can write fast enough, or long enough, or small enough … ('smaller and smaller without limit … you'd be trying to write on molecules, on atoms, on electrons') … to list all members of an innumerably infinite set by writing-out their names, one after another, in some notation. But humans can do something equally useful in the case of certain enumerably infinite sets: they can give explicit instructions for determining the nth member of the set, for arbitrary finite n. Such instructions are to be given quite explicitly, in a form in which they could be followed by a computing machine, or by a human who is capable of carrying out only very elementary operations on symbols. (Boolos and Richard 1974: 19) In the era of algorithmic governance -when the capture, co-ordination and capitalisation of data has been adopted wholesale by neo-liberals in the name of consumer convenience and increased governmental/educational/medical efficiency on the one hand, as well as by neo-conservatives in the name of a preservation of security and moral values on the other -we are managed, more and more, by automated info-systems (systems of scientific, governmental, and commercial information-transfer) that 'steer us' synarchically -that is, 'govern us' by regulating the flows of [our] data, and information more generally, in three interrelated domains: politico-military, market-economic and techno-scientific. From the increased governmental surveillance of socio-commercially produced data (typically in the name of national security, defense against terrorism and public health) to the increased interest in the 'smartification' of every environmental object (e.g. ambient computing, self-driving cars and 'the internet of things'), the control and regulation -read:
FCJ-185 fibreculturejournal.org FCJ-185 An Algorithmic Agartha: Post-App Approaches to Synarchic Regulation standardisation -of behaviour is being conducted by automated informatic processes that produce so-called 'desired outcomes' based on real-time, modulated feedback. 'It is axiomatic that any activity performed by many persons on a regular or continuous basis will be monitored by the managers of our socio-economic system', wrote Robert MacBride (former corporate communications specialist in the American aerospace and weaponssystems industries) back in 1967; … the activity need not have any other significance than this' -and:
… if enough people are doing it, it will become either a source of profit to some group or a problem to another … Put another way, activity produces information, and information produces a computer system. But the computer system itself, as it records, processes, and stores all this source data, becomes a source of information. In many respects, it is a far richer source than the activity itself, since the data are already in machine-readable form. (MacBride, 1967: 82)
The digitisation and automatisation of data-processing systems 'that record, store, classify, calculate, compare and print at lightning speed' (MacBride, 1967: 80) in accordance with specific algorithmic rules does not merely make the management and the present costs of doing 'business' cheaper or easier (although this is definitely the way that the digitisation of information is being politically and commercially sold to us): it also regulates future actions by making projections and prescriptions about the specific courses of future activity -e.g. what in the banking sector is referred to as 'forecasting' about an investment's future 'outlook' -in scientific, politico-military and economic affairs. Algorithmic governance 'synarchically regulates' by creating both the 'informational problems' and the latter's 'computational solutions' within a given environmental system; thus, in the words of Robert MacBride once again, 'it is also axiomatic that if an activity is of sufficient interest to warrant the use of primary computer systems, it will become at least equally profitable to develop a second-level system capacity' (MacBride, 1967: 82-83) . 'This is exactly what has happened to all third-generation computer systems (those that process data in real-time)', he notes; 'Now each purely operational system can summarize and analyze the mass of operational data that it processes; this capability was added to the primary systems in many of the earlier systems, but as its value comes to be appreciated, a second-level capability tends to be built-in from the beginning' (MacBride, 1967: 82-3) . This 'built-in' function of nested informational capabilities is virtually limitless insofar as it effectively and indefinitely creates the technical conditions for its further expansion and development.
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Dan Mellamphy and Nandita Biswas Mellamphy As long as the major costs of gathering and processing information are covered by the system's primary level output, by-product data can be had at virtually no extra cost. As it stands, this is interesting but hardly of epochal significance. However it becomes so when you consider that the amount of by-product information can be obtained in this way is virtually unlimited. The appreciation of this is what the computer revolution is all about. (MacBride, 1967: 79-80) The Automated State: Computer Systems as a New Force in Society (1967) declared with remarkable prescience that one of the basic principles of computer systems -'one that has great bearing on how they develop and expand in new areas' -is 'the uses of information about information' (his emphasis) as opposed to 'information about things (or persons or events)' (79). Against the prevalent view that widespread computerised automation would remain useful and innocuous tools under the control of traditional historical institutions and values, its author, the aforementioned MacBride, suggests instead that computational data-processing, in addition to solving problems and processing routine data, would become the core driver steering the development of future social, economic and scientific knowledge: namely, a vast and complex computational communications network that directs and controls message-traffic throughout the network, thus forming automated pathways and protocols that more automatically regulate power. Echoing avant-la-lettre the point made by Gilles Deleuze in his 'Postscript to Societies of Control ' (1992) that the disciplinary societies of enclosure described by Michel Foucault -in which individuals never ceased to pass through enclosed and institutionally molded environments-have today given way, more and more, to digitally reticulated and informatically modulated environments:
The different internments of spaces of enclosure through which the individual passes are independent variables: each time one is supposed to start from zero, and although a common language for all these places exists, it is analogical. One the other hand, the different control mechanisms are inseparable variations, forming a system of variable geometry the language of which is numerical (which doesn't necessarily mean binary). Enclosures are molds, distinct castings, but controls are a modulation, like a self-deforming cast that will continuously change from one moment to the other, or like a sieve whose mesh will transmute from point to point' (Deleuze, 1992: 4) .
MacBride locates the catalyst for future governance in the automated informational processes that Deleuze would characterise in his essay as ever-expanding 'ultra-rapid forms of free-floating control' (Deleuze, 1992: 4 Suppose that instead of a socio-economic structure, we are dealing with a process, a system, or a kind of fermentation. If we then see our socio-economic system as the manifestation of a flow of intelligence-of transfers of information -a complexity of varying quantities and rates forming different channels, then the computer's alteration of even some of these ultimately changes everything. Established channels are overloaded, bypassed. New channels are formed … Equilibrium never occurs. And the socio-economic pattern itself is entirely and unintentionally transformed. … We are not faced merely with an automation-employment problem, or (anticipating a little) an invasion-of-privacy problem, but with an interlocking set of rapidly evolving situations in which computer systems will exert an unforeseen effect. The form of every social and economic development will be more than subtly determined by the manner in which computer systems are woven into them. It is not too much to say that the whole manner of our lives, the limits of the possible for each of us, will be subject to the continuous effects of the evolution of machines. (MacBride, 1967: 76-6) Just as MacBride here prognosticates about the future capacity of computational systems to capture and control -regulate and reticulate -the informational channels by which individuals are steered through any given system of informatically nested environments, we have further suggested in our paper that this mode of control -'algorithmically governed' as it is -is also, in addition, 'synarchically regulated' and hence implicates the involvement and interrelation of techno-scientific, market-economic and politico-military informationrationales. No longer can we naïvely hold onto the view espoused by techno-optimists like Tim O'Reilly that 'new technologies make it possible to reduce the amount of regulation while actually increasing the amount of oversight and production of desirable outcomes' (O'Reilly, 2013; also quoted in Morozov, 2014) ; in fact, as we have tried to suggest, we can expect increases in synarchically regulated algorithmic governance -what we have herein described as the politico-military, market-economic, and techno-scientific regulation of behaviours and activities by way of increasingly intelligent complex information-processes.
As Evgeny Morozov argues in The Guardian, shifting narratives and policies have drawn our attention away from the critical but seemingly dystopian public discourses that demand accountability and transparency from institutions and corporations, to the forces of an apparently utopian techno-solutionist algorithmic 'Agartha' -'Agartha' understood as a globally-reticulated/planet-wide system of synarchic regulation -which seeks to render political dissent and dialogical deliberation all but obsolete under the use of innovative planetary governance-strategies:
In shifting the focus of regulation from reining-in institutional and corporate malfeasance to perpetual electronic guidance of individuals, algorithmic regulation offers us a good-old technocratic utopia of politics without politics. Disagreement and conflict, under this model, are seen as unfortunate byproducts of the analog era -to be solved through data-collection -and not as inevitable results of economic or ideological conflicts. However, a politics without politics does not mean a politics without control or administration. … Thus, it's a mistake to think that Silicon Valley wants to rid us of government institutions. Its dream state is not the small government of libertarians -a small state, after all, needs neither fancy gadgets nor massive servers to process the data -but the data-obsessed and data-obese state of behavioural economists. (Morozov, 2014) In other words, the immediate adversaries are those who, in the name of technical efficiency and technological innovation, seek not to curtail and simplify but to amplify, expand and monetise the algorithmic governmentalisation of everyday life. Synarchically regulated algorithmic governance fosters the development of predictive analytics [18] and -in a techno-pharmacological sense -information addiction[s] (calling to mind what Rachel Law has recently called 'datamania' [19] ) that depend on reconceptualising individuals as data-bodies: that is, as a discrete set of data-points -what Deleuze called 'dividuals' [20] -that can be tracked, coordinated and re-assembled (this is what theorists today call 'surveillant assemblages' [21] ). While these facts in-themselves may not be enough to warrant pessimism for many, 'algorithmic regulation-whatever its immediate benefits -will give us a political regime where technology corporations and government bureaucrats call all the shots' (Morozov, 2014) . Naïve techno-optimism lacks the gumption necessary to overturn the false (often intentionally deceptive) impression that algorithmic governance, with its discourses of 'big-' and 'open-data', leads inevitably to less bureaucracy and error, more time and efficiency, more individual freedom, more social knowledge. What algorithmic governance leads toward -as both Morozov and others endeavour to show, Edward Snowden especially, N.B. -is, not freedom from demagoguery, despotism and oligarchy, but synarchically-regulated convergences of information-governance that often elude public scrutiny and societal deliberation.
In the final analysis, instead of the utopian vision of 'ubiquitous connectivity' wherein 'the digital cloud' would unite humans and non-humans (subjects, objects, what-have-you) in an ever-tightening mesh of mechanisms that would cater to every need and desire from the most mundane to most exotic, algorithmic regulation should be understood as the control and regulation of network-behaviour conducted by automated informational processes that produce so-called 'desired outcomes' for humans based on real-time modulated feedback. Algorithmic governance is thus a paradigm of self-organisation in which networks are governed, managed and reproduced through the capture and processing of FCJ-185 fibreculturejournal.org FCJ-185 An Algorithmic Agartha: Post-App Approaches to Synarchic Regulation digital information (and this necessarily in a synarchic manner, as we have argued): the use of algorithms leads to the need for more algorithms to manage the previous algorithms, and so on and so forth. Now, techno-utopians like O'Reilly assure us that this is nothing to worry about; in fact, algorithmic regulation 'makes the market more transparent and self-policing' (O'Reilly, 2013) , thereby accomplishing all the goals of good governance that humans have always sought but have rarely found in their politics and politicians. Algorithmic governance is an as-yet just-discernible form of planetary governance based on ubiquitous machine mediation and regulation; it colonises and propagates by creating more opportunities for digitally regulating information, thus creating the conditions for continued algorithmic expansion into networks of increasingly planetary scale. Like Bacon's New Atlantis, which describes a utopia ruled by 'Salomon House', a college of benevolent scientific keepers of knowledge, algorithmic governance promises the rule of algorithmic knowledge applied to the betterment of human beings. And yet the promise of 'more transparency' turns out to mean, for those such as O'Reilly, 'more disclosure of data' in 'machine readable' form: 'regulation', he says, 'depends on disclosure -on data required by regulators to be published by … firms in a format that makes it easy to analyze' (2013). The seeming freedom produced by algorithmic regulation ends up becoming entangled with a strictly machine-readable model of governance in which and through which humans are controlled by digitised networks of increasingly synarchically regulated data-flows. under discussion can be viewed as an information-transfer sequence involving a number of discrete steps: 1. recognition of the external signal by specific receptors on the cell-surface; 2. transduction of the extracellular signal within the membrane-system into an intracellular message or messages; 3. transmission of the intracellular message from cell-surface to cell-interior; 4. intracellular reception by specific receptor proteins; 5. modulation of the structure and activity of cell proteins by those intracellular receptor-proteins; 6. response of one or more elements within the cell leading to an alteration in cell behaviour; and 7. termination of the message either within the cell and/or at its site of generation' (Rasmussen, 2) .
Biographical Notes
[7] The term 'coordinate' in this context refers to the way political, economic and scientific governors ('archons') act in coordinate fashion to control response to a given externality (for example in the immediate aftermath of the 9/11 crashes in the United States, in which a shocking externality -or series of related externalities -introduces enough friction to catalyse large-scale coordinated responses from the major political, economic and intellectual regulatory powers). Within this prototypical model, the same externality can induce both increases in the respective regulatory capacities of each of the domains of governance, as well as enable overlaps so that domains can interact to regulate each other's responses.
[8] The term 'hierarchical' refers to the way in which one of the domains of governance initiates response to an externality, thereby controlling the responses within the two other domains -the responses of these latter acting to supplement or enhance the initial response (for example the 2008 subprime mortgage crash in which the collapse of major financial institutions -partly caused by reductions in regulations for certain kinds of financial transactions in the years leading up to the crisis -prompted economic in the form of government bailouts and the political regulation of monetary policies by said government) .
[9] The term 'sequential' refers to the way in which information-flows in one domain generate information-flows in the other domains, which -taken together -determine overall response to an externality.
[10] Our 'Mort à Discrédit: Otium, Negotium, and the Critique of Transcendental Miserablism', originally written for the 2015 special 'Bernard Stiegler' issue of Boundary 2: International Journal of Literature and Culture at the invitation of its Guest Editor, forthcoming in the next issue of Parrhesia: Journal of Critical Philosophy. A rough-draft of the essay is available online at academia.edu/4184488. The present paper-above-also FCJ-185 fibreculturejournal.org FCJ-185 An Algorithmic Agartha: Post-App Approaches to Synarchic Regulation l'Inde on the 28th page of the 1949 edition, where he writes of 'la surface et … les entrailles de la terre l'étendue réelle de l'Agartha', 'sans parler de l'Amérique, dont les sous-sols ignorées lui ont appartenu [depuis longtemps]' (a passage that has always reminded this essay's authors of those pages from William Burrough's Naked Lunch where 'evil' -which here we can invert so as to make it the interzone where, as Craig Mundie said, the televisual missionaries 'live' -is described as a radiation preceding its radiant pioneers. From the perspective of Saint-Yves's 'Agartha' or Burroughs's 'Interzone', 'America is not a young land' and Hollywood is indeed almost horrifying archaïc: 'before the settlers, before the Indians', it was 'there waiting' -Naked Lunch, New York: Grove Press, 1959, 11) . Hollywood, of course, makes use of materials both current and altogether ancient: its hype, hyperstition and hypersynchronisation appropriate and articulate the up-to-date and the archaïc, as does Saint-Yves's multi-volume study of synarchy, and (according to Saint-Yves) any synarchic system as well. 
